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Abstract: Generally, the key issues of 2D LiDAR-based simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) for indoor application include data association (DA) and closed-loop detection. Particularly, a low-texture environment, which refers to no obvious changes between two consecutive scanning outputs, with moving objects existing in the environment will bring great challenges on DA and the closed-loop detection, and the accuracy and consistency of SLAM may be badly affected. There is not much literature that addresses this issue. In this paper, a mapping strategy is firstly exploited to improve the performance of the 2D SLAM in dynamic environments. Secondly, a fusion method which combines the IMU sensor with a 2D LiDAR, based on framework of extended Kalman Filter (EKF), is proposed to enhance the performance under low-texture environments. In the front-end of the proposed SLAM method, initial motion estimation is obtained from the output of EKF, and it can be taken as the initial pose for the scan matching problem. Then the scan matching problem can be optimized by the Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm. For the back-end optimization, a sparse pose adjustment (SPA) method is employed. To improve the accuracy, the grid map is updated with the bicubic interpolation method for derivative computing. With the improvements both in the DA process and the back-end optimization stage, the accuracy and consistency of SLAM results in low-texture environments is enhanced. Qualitative and quantitative experiments with open-loop and closed-loop cases have been conducted and the results are analyzed, confirming that the proposed method is effective in low-texture and dynamic indoor environments.
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1. Introduction

Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) provides the mobile robot the ability to set up a model of the working space and to localize itself, and it is the most important ability for a truly autonomous robot able to operate within real-world environments. There are several main kinds of sensors widely used for SLAM research or applications, such as cameras [1], RGBD sensors [2], LiDAR [3], and even the fusion of different kinds of sensors [4]. Each kind of sensor has its own advantages and limitations. The camera-based methods are easy to be affected by illumination...
Comparatively, LiDAR has the advantages of high precision, good real-time performance, and strong anti-interference ability, so the LiDAR-based SLAM has been widely used in many practical applications, such as autonomous vehicles, home service robots, and automatic guided vehicles in civilian areas.

Generally, LiDAR-based SLAM can be separated into two stages according to the information processing: the front-end stage and the back-end stage.

In the front-end stage, currently observed scanning data is matched with the previously scanned one, which is the very fundamental step in SLAM—data association (DA). There are usually two strategies for data association: scan-to-scan matching-based [5,6] and scan-to-map matching-based [7]. Scan-to-scan matching-based DA is commonly used to compute the relative motion between two consecutive scanning results. The matching process is to adjust the pose of the current scan to make sure an overlap exists as much as possible between current scan and reference scan. For example, the HG-SLAM method in reference [8] adopts a scan-to-scan matching strategy and Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [9] is used to compute the rigid transformation between adjacent scanning frames. The advantage of scan-to-scan matching strategy is that it has a lower computational cost because only two frames are considered. However, due to the noise data and many other factors, the result is prone to quickly accumulating errors. On the other hand, scan-to-map matching-based DA is to align the current scan with the existing map. For example, Hector SLAM [7] takes a scan-to-map matching strategy to solve the data association problem, where the current frame is aligned with the entire map to achieve the rigid transformation from the current scanning set to the built map, which uses the Gauss–Newton method to solve the nonlinear optimization problems. Usually, to further improve the stability, the features extracted from scanned points can be used for matching [6]. The cumulative error is limited in this case and a higher precision mapping result can be achieved for small-scale environments. Because the current scan will be matched with the whole or part of the existing map, it has a higher computational cost compared with scan-to-scan matching.

Based on the initial pose estimation results obtained in the front-end stage, some optimization methods are applied to improve the accuracy and robustness of SLAM results in the back-end stage. Particle filter-based [10] or graph-based optimization are two popular methods used for nonlinear optimization in SLAM. The graph-based method [11,12] uses a collection of nodes to represent the poses and features; the edges in the graph are the results generated by DA from observations, also regarded as the constraints and different optimization methods can be applied to minimize the error expressed by the constraints. Loop closure detection (LCD) when a robot revisits a place plays a very important role in SLAM [13,14]. It will be used as a constraint for global optimization and can reduce the accumulated error. LCD is heavily dependent on the DA results. In HG-SLAM [8], a hierarchical loop closure method based on a local map [15–17] is proposed. The optimization in the back-end stage can usually enhance the results, but it needs a good initial value to start over, or it will fall into the local minimum or even be unable to converge.

Though the initial estimated pose can be optimized in the second stage (back-end stage), the accumulated errors of DA may give rise to big problems for the results of SLAM, and the accuracy and the stability will be badly affected, sometimes even failing to obtain the results. This is often the case in low-texture environments for a 2D scanner, for example, the mobile robot moves along the long corridor in an indoor environment, and due to the measuring limitation of the scanner, there may be no obvious changes between two consecutive scanning outputs, making the DA process difficult. Additionally, when there are moving objects in a dynamic environment, the scanned points located on the dynamic target are taken as noise data and badly impact the DA process. Both cases bring great challenges for the DA task. If a large error is generated in the early stage of the DA process, the following steps, including the LCD and the back-end optimization, will be affected. The closed-loop detection is actually a scan-to-map matching process, and can help to limit the error accumulation generated in the DA process. However, it needs a good initial pose estimate. Unfortunately, a good
initial pose is hard to obtain in a low-texture or dynamic environment. From this point of view, the DA and LCD are still an open challenging problem.

To solve the aforementioned problems, some approaches based on sensor fusion are put forward for data association. With the particle filter (PF) framework [18,19], the GMapping approach [10] introduces the adaptive resampling technique, calculating the particle distribution not only relying on the current observation of the LiDAR, but also the odometry information; the uncertainty of the robot pose is reduced and the particle dissipation problem is minimized. But no LCD is included in their method. The IMU sensor in the Hector SLAM method [7] can provide an initial pose estimation to solve the least squares problems. By making use of the extended Kalman filter (EKF) framework, Hector SLAM uses the rigid transformation from the current point cloud to the existing map as input to update the pose. Marco Baglietto [20] integrated a 6DOF IMU with a 2D LiDAR to explore the rescue scene and to find a safe route. Jian [21] uses IMU data to project the single-line LiDAR data to the horizontal plane to achieve the purpose of drawing the tree distribution map in the forest. However, in this method, IMU is only used to assist in mapping, and is not involved in positioning, so is not suitable for low-texture environments. Hesch [22] and others connect a single-line LiDAR with an inertial measurement unit. The system can provide real-time, complex 3D indoor environment tracking. However, the implementation of the method is based on the assumption that all vertical walls are orthogonal to each other.

All the above methods are based on the assumption of a static environment, however, this comes into conflict with the real applications because there are always other moving objects around, such as people moving around, or even other moving robots. Dynamic environments will inevitably affect the reliability of data association, which results in inaccurate maps. Currently, there are two ways to deal with the dynamic environment. One way is integrating the moving object detecting and tracking with the traditional SLAM method, finally building a dynamic map and static map to provide comprehensive information of the whole environment. Another way is to detect and eliminate the observed information caused by dynamic objects. Holz [23] decomposes the task into the SLAM problem in the static environment and the navigation problem of the dynamic environment in the known map. Li [24] proposes a mapping strategy for occupancy grid map in the dynamic environment. Montemerlo [25] and others identify the moving human body in the process of positioning, thus improving the robustness of pose estimation. Hahnel [26] uses a probabilistic model to describe the movement of human bodies, and the observation data caused by the human body are ignored during the map building. Avots [27] and others estimate the state of the door in the environment through a particle filter. Duckett [28] uses a special map representation to merge changes in the map. Wang [29] proposes a method to track and predict dynamic obstacles.

Motivated by the existing fusion methods, in this paper, a fusion-based method which combines an IMU sensor with 2D LiDAR for low-texture and dynamic environments is proposed. Compared with existing literature, the main contributions of this work include:

(1) Based on EKF framework, the information from the IMU sensor is integrated with the 2D LiDAR sensor, and an initial motion estimation can be obtained by the fusion, which can be taken as the initial pose for the scan matching problem. This greatly improves the accuracy and stability of the DA results under the low-texture and dynamic environment.

(2) By generating static local maps, a map-updating strategy is exploited to improve the accuracy of DA and closed-loop detection in the dynamic environment.

(3) With scan-to-map matching methods and periodic back-end optimization with the sparse pose adjustment (SPA) method, the accuracy and stability of the SLAM are improved obviously for the low-texture environment. Furthermore, quantitative experiments are conducted to evaluate the proposed method.
2. The Proposed Method

The data flow diagram of the proposed method is illustrated in Figure 1; the rectangle box in the graph represents the data, and the oval box represents the operation. The data flow is as follows:

1. Based on previously estimated pose at time T-1, which is obtained by the fusion of 6DOF IMU data and LiDAR, and the current output of IMU sensor, the initial pose of LiDAR at time T is estimated based on EKF estimation. The output of EKF is then forwarded to participate in scan matching. The results of the scan matching can be involved in the EKF prediction at the next time. Here, a scan-to-submap strategy is employed to greatly reduce the time consumption.

2. After a scan matching, the system will carry out a closed-loop detection. If a loop closure is found by a suitable matching, the result will be added as a constraint to the back-end optimizer. The back-end optimizer will run one time every 5 s, and output the LiDAR pose at all moments. We can get all optimized static maps by making use of all point cloud data.

3. The scan-to-submap matching strategy is used to solve the data association problem. A local map (submap) is composed by a number of consecutive LiDAR data frames. When a frame is inserted into the corresponding local map, we will estimate the best LiDAR pose with the existing frames in the local map. The estimation is actually to align the current point cloud with the local map to find the optimal matching, which is a nonlinear least squares problem. To solve the problem, the occupancy grid map is continuous with the bicubic interpolation method.

4. To further improve the map accuracy, a sparse pose adjustment (SPA) algorithm [30] is periodically activated for the back-end optimization. Owing to the merits of the SPA algorithm, for example, it is robust and tolerant to initialization value, with very low failure rates (getting stuck in local minima) for both incremental and batch processing, and the convergent rate is very fast as it requires only a few iterations of the LM method (this is one of the key factors in our application). With the periodic optimization process, the accumulated error can be limited. It can improve the success rate of closed-loop detection in low-texture environments.

![Figure 1. The data flow diagram of the proposed method.](image)

2.1. Mapping

We use the grid map to represent the environment, which has been first proposed by Elfes and Moravec [31–33] in the 1980s, and further extended by Elfes [34,35] later. Their fundamental works established the theoretical framework of the grid map. As shown in Figure 2, it is a 2D occupancy grid map, and the value of the cell in the map represents the possibility of being occupied with the objects/obstacles and ranges from −1 to 1. The value −1 means the cell is empty or has available space, and is indicated as white cells in the grid map. The value 1 means the cell is an obstacle or has no available space, and is indicated as black. The value 0 usually represents an unknown area and is indicated as the gray in the map. The map is intuitive, with easy maintenance and an easy introduction to navigation algorithm. How to choose a suitable grid size is empirically determined, which should balance the map accuracy and computational cost. According to the environment scale of the application, the size of the grid is set to 5 cm in this paper.
The updating model of the grid map can be expressed as follows:

\[ M_{\text{new}}(p_m) = M_{\text{old}}(p_m) + lomeas \]  

(1)

In Equation (1), \( M_{\text{new}}(p_m) \in [-1,1] \) represents the grid value that has been updated by the point cloud, \( M_{\text{old}}(p_m) \) represents the previous value that has not been updated, \( lomeas \) represents the measured value. There are two cases when a grid map is updated by a point cloud. The first is the laser point falls on the grid, and the grid can be regarded as occupied with \( lomeas = 0.3 \). The second is the laser beam can pass through the grid, and the grid can be regarded as free with \( lomeas = -0.3 \).

Based on Equation (1), a modified updating strategy is used to improve the accuracy of scan matching and closed-loop detection for dynamic environments.

For the first case, the updating strategy can be expressed in Equation (2), it can restrict the updating of the free grid to eliminate the impact of the arrival of the dynamic target.

\[
M_{\text{new}}(p_m) = \begin{cases} 
M_{\text{old}}(p_m) + 0.3 & \text{if } -0.9 \leq M_{\text{old}}(p_m) \leq 1 \\
M_{\text{old}}(p_m) & \text{if } -1 \leq M_{\text{old}}(p_m) < -0.9 
\end{cases}
\]

(2)

For the second case, the updating strategy can be expressed in Equation (3). The updating strategy can accelerate the updating process of the occupied grid to eliminate the effect of the departure of the moving target.

\[
M_{\text{new}}(p_m) = \begin{cases} 
M_{\text{old}}(p_m) - 0.3 & \text{if } -1 \leq M_{\text{old}}(p_m) \leq 0.9 \\
-0.95 & \text{if } 0.9 < M_{\text{old}}(p_m) \leq 1 
\end{cases}
\]

(3)

Figure 3 is the simulation comparison between the proposed updating strategy and the existing method. In this figure, the upper three from left to right are the grid maps at time T, T+1, and T+2 using the proposed updating strategy. The bottom row is the results from the existing method. The red point in each figure represents the LiDAR, which goes straight along a corridor. Two dynamic targets enter into the LiDAR scanning range from the unknown area. One target is approaching the LiDAR, and the other one crosses the corridor from left to right. We can find that in the map of the existing method, a trajectory of a moving target is left, although this trajectory will slowly become shallower with the continuous updating, but it will affect the accuracy of scan matching, especially in a low-texture environment. On the contrary, in the map generated by the proposed updating strategy, there is no moving target trajectory left, which eliminates the effects of the dynamic target.
As shown in Figure 4, \( P_m(x,y) \) is the target point to be estimated, and there are sixteen grid points \( P_{ij} (i = 0, 1, \ldots, 3, j = 0, 1, \ldots, 3) \) around \( P_m \). The main idea is to calculate the probability of target point \( P_m \) through the probability of the 16 grid points with a weighted sum strategy. The weight is expressed with \( W(z) \) and defined in Equation (4); it is a bicubic function used here, and \( z \) is the distance from the current point to the target \( P_m \).

\[
W(z) = \begin{cases} 
(a + 2)|z|_3 - (a + 3)|z|_2 + 1 & \text{for } |z| \leq 1 \\
 a|z|_3 - 5a|z|_2 + 8a|z| - 4a & \text{for } 1 < |z| < 2 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

Equation (4)

The grid at line \( i \) and column \( j \) is expressed as:

\[
k_{ij} = W(x - x_i)W(y - y_j)
\]  

Equation (5)

The value of \( P_m \) is defined as:

\[
M(P_m) = \sum_{j=0}^{3} \sum_{i=0}^{3} M(P_{ij}) \ast k_{ij}
\]  

Equation (6)

Then we can calculate the derivative of \( M(P_m) \) relative to \( x \) or \( y \).
2.2. Coordinate Transformation

To improve the success rate of closed-loop detection, a local map which is composed of the latest 10 continuous frames is defined. A coordinate $X_R^O$ is defined for the local map. The scanned points are represented in LiDAR coordinates and defined as:

$$b_i = (b_{ix}, b_{iy})_{i=0,1,...,I}$$ (7)

The pose of the LiDAR at the time $n$ related to the local map coordinate of $m$ is expressed as:

$$\xi_m^n = (\xi_{nx}, \xi_{ny}, \xi_{n\theta})$$ (8)

The pose of the local map $m$ related to the world coordinate system is defined as:

$$\psi_m = (\psi_{mx}, \psi_{my}, \psi_{m\theta})$$ (9)

Then the transformation from the LiDAR coordinate to the local map coordinate is expressed as:

$$G_i(\xi_n) = \begin{pmatrix} \cos \xi_{n\theta} - \sin \xi_{n\theta} \\ \sin \xi_{n\theta} \cos \xi_{n\theta} \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} b_{ix} \\ b_{iy} \end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} \xi_{nx} \\ \xi_{ny} \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \xi_{nx} \\ \xi_{ny} \end{pmatrix} X^R_W Y^R_W$$ (10)

The transformation between the pose of LiDAR from the local map coordinate to the world coordinate system is defined as:

$$L^n(\psi_m) = \begin{pmatrix} \cos \psi_{m\theta} - \sin \psi_{m\theta} \\ \sin \psi_{m\theta} \cos \psi_{m\theta} \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \xi_{nx} \\ \xi_{ny} \\ \xi_{n\theta} \end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} \psi_{mx} \\ \psi_{my} \\ \psi_{m\theta} \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \xi_{nx} \\ \xi_{ny} \\ \xi_{n\theta} \end{pmatrix} X^W_O Y^W_W$$ (11)

2.3. EKF-Based Sensor Fusion

The 6DOF pose of the mobile robot can be expressed as $x = [p^T, \Omega^T, v^T]^T$ where $p = (p_x, p_y, p_z)^T$ denotes the position information of the mobile robot, $\Omega = (\phi, \theta, \psi)^T$ denotes orientation in roll, pitch, and yaw, $v = (v_x, v_y, v_z)^T$ denotes the velocity. The output information of IMU is expressed as $u = [\omega^T, a^T]^T$, as $\omega = (\omega_x, \omega_y, \omega_z)^T$ is the angular velocity, and $a = (a_x, a_y, a_z)^T$ is the acceleration. Then, the state transition of the 6-DOF motion estimation system can be expressed as:

$$\dot{p} = v$$ (12)

$$\dot{\Omega} = \Omega \cdot \omega$$ (13)

$$\dot{v} = R_\Omega \cdot a + g$$ (14)

where $R_\Omega$ denotes cosine matrix vector from mobile robot to global coordinate, $E_\Omega$ transform angle velocity into the derivative of Euler angle derivative, and $g$ is gravity constant. Since a low-cost IMU sensor is used, the effect of the earth rotation is not considered.

The prediction model of EKF is provided by the output of the IMU sensor. In order to alleviate the error caused by the IMU drift, additional preprocessing or correction is necessary. The observation model of the EKF-based system is the pose information of the 3-DOF in the plane provided by the 2D SLAM system. The error of the IMU is corrected using the 3-DOF pose information, and the pose of the 6-DOF is updated. The process of prediction and update of EKF is shown as follows:

$$(P^+)^{-1} = (1 - k) \cdot P^{-1} + k \cdot C T R^{-1} C$$ (15)

$$\dot{x}^+ = P^+ [(1 - k) \cdot P^{-1} \dot{x} + k \cdot C T R^{-1} \xi^*]^{-1}$$ (16)
\[
K = PC^T \left( \frac{1-k}{k} \cdot R + C^T PC \right)^{-1}
\]

(17)

\[
P^+ = P - (1-k)^{-1} \cdot KCP
\]

(18)

\[
\hat{x}^+ = \hat{x} + K(\xi^* - \hat{C}\hat{x})
\]

(19)

where \(\xi^*\) represents 3-DOF pose information provided by the 2D SLAM system, \(k\) represents weight coefficient of updating pose, the 6-DOF pose information generated by EKF is reduced dimension by projection matrix \(C\), and the result is used as the initial pose of the 2D SLAM system.

2.4. Data Association

For the low-texture environment, such as in a corridor, it is possible to get several adjacent frames which are almost the same. If there is no assistance from other information, the scan matching may cause a large error. Therefore, the output of EKF is taken to participate in the scan matching. When a LiDAR frame is inserted into the corresponding local map, we will estimate the best LiDAR pose in the local map based on the previous frames in the local map. The method is to find the LiDAR pose to make sure the total probability of the point cloud in the local map is large enough, a nonlinear least square method can be used.

The goal is to solve \(\xi^*\) with the cost function as follows:

\[
\xi^{*n} = \arg\min_\xi \sum_{i=1}^{I} [1 - M(G_{i}(\xi^n))]^2
\]

(20)

The function \(M(.)\) defines the probability value in the local submap. The function \(G(.)\) is a coordinate transformation. The above optimization function can be rewritten as:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{I} [1 - M(G_{i}(\xi^n + \Delta\xi^n))]^2 \rightarrow 0
\]

(21)

With the first-order Taylor expansion of the above equation, we can get:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{I} \left[ 1 - M(G_{i}(\xi^n)) - \nabla M(G_{i}(\xi^n)) \frac{\partial G_{i}(\xi^n)}{\partial \xi^n} \Delta\xi^n \right]^2 \rightarrow 0
\]

(22)

With the initial pose \(\xi^n = C\hat{x}\), taking derivative of the above equation with respect to \(\Delta\xi^n\), then we have

\[
2\sum_{i=1}^{I} \left[ \nabla M(G_{i}(\xi^n)) \frac{\partial G_{i}(\xi^n)}{\partial \xi^n} \right]^T \left[ 1 - M(G_{i}(\xi^n)) - \nabla M(G_{i}(\xi^n)) \frac{\partial G_{i}(\xi^n)}{\partial \xi^n} \Delta\xi^n \right] = 0
\]

(23)

Solving for \(\Delta\xi^n\) yields the Levenberg–Marquardt [36] equation for the minimization problem:

\[
\Delta\xi^n = H^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{I} \left[ \nabla M(G_{i}(\xi^n)) \frac{\partial G_{i}(\xi^n)}{\partial \xi^n} \right]^T \left[ 1 - M(G_{i}(\xi^n)) \right] = 0
\]

(24)

where

\[
H = \left[ \nabla M(G_{1}(\xi^n)) \frac{\partial G_{1}(\xi^n)}{\partial \xi^n} \right]^T \left[ \nabla M(G_{1}(\xi^n)) \frac{\partial G_{1}(\xi^n)}{\partial \xi^n} \right] + \lambda
\]

(25)

Because LM optimization introduces a damping coefficient in the Gauss–Newton method here, it is used to control the step to prevent divergence. We can tune the dynamic damping coefficient by
LM algorithm. In each iteration step, the error caused by new change will be monitored. If the new error is smaller than before, \( \lambda \) will decrease in the next iteration, otherwise, it will increase.

### 2.5. Closed-Loop Detection and Back-End Optimization

Though a scan-to-map matching strategy is used which can limit the accumulated error, with the continuous movement of the robot, the error will still continue to accumulate. Moreover, in order to reduce the error of closed-loop detection in the low-texture environment, the local map is applied to eliminate the accumulated error. The sparse pose adjustment (SPA) [30] method for back-end optimization is used. When a new frame is added to the local map, a 3D search window along the direction of \( x \), \( y \), and \( \theta \) around the estimated LiDAR pose is defined first. Then, searching the window step by step is carried out in the local map by calculating the total probability of all points in the frame. If the total probability exceeds the threshold, then it is regarded as a successful closed-loop detection. The relative pose between the LiDAR and the corresponding local map is used as a constraint to optimize pose. When a constraint is added, the pose in the trajectory of LiDAR and all local maps are optimized.

The optimization is formulated as a nonlinear least square problem; we can add constraints to it at any moment.

\[
\text{argmin}_{\Psi, \Omega} \frac{1}{2} \sum_{mn} \rho\left(E^2\left(\psi^m, \xi^n_{xwOwyw}; \Sigma_{mn}, \xi^m_n\right)\right)
\]

(26)

where

\[
E^2\left(\psi^m, \xi^n_{xwOwyw}; \Sigma_{mn}, \xi^m_n\right) = e\left(\psi^m, \xi^n_{xwOwyw}; \xi^m_n\right)\Sigma_{mn}^{-1}e\left(\psi^m, \xi^n_{xwOwyw}; \xi^m_n\right)
\]

(27)

\[
\Psi = \left\{ \psi^1, \ldots, \psi^m, \ldots, \psi^M \right\}
\]

(28)

\[
\Omega = \left\{ \xi^1_{xwOwyw}, \ldots, \xi^n_{xwOwyw}, \ldots, \xi^N_{xwOwyw} \right\}
\]

(29)

\[
e\left(\psi^m, \xi^n_{xwOwyw}; \xi^m_n\right) = \xi^m_n - \left( R^m_{\psi^m} \left( I_{\psi^m} - \xi^m_{xwOwyw} \right) \right)
\]

(30)

These constraints have the form of relative poses \( \xi^m_n \) and associated covariance matrices \( \Sigma_{mn}^{-1} \) which can be estimated by [37]. The final step is to estimate the local map pose \( \Psi \) set and LiDAR pose set \( \Omega \). Considering the low-texture environment may give rise to very similar scanning data, which may lead to a mismatch and result in a large error, Huber loss function is introduced to reduce the influence of outliers in the quadratic term of the objective function.

\[
\rho_\delta(a) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{2}a^2 & \text{for } |a| \leq \delta \\ \delta(|a| - \frac{1}{2} \delta) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

(31)

### 3. Experiments

#### 3.1. The Platform

The mobile robot platform used in the experiments is shown in Figure 5. Though the embedded controller can get the IMU and odometry data simultaneously, only IMU data is currently considered in the experiment. A 2D LiDAR sensor UTM-30LX-EW was used [38]. The IMU used in the experiments is an ADIS16365 from Analog Device, which contains a three-axis gyroscope and a three-axis accelerometer. Each sensor has its own dynamic compensation equation, and can provide accurate measurement. The sampling frequency of IMU is 500 HZ. We ran the algorithm under ubuntu14.04 with ROS Indigo [39], with a processor Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6700HQ @ 2.60 GHZ and 8 GB memory.
To verify the performance of the proposed method, we conducted some quantitative and qualitative experiments. For the quantitative comparison, because of the limitation of ground truth data, we conducted the experiments in the constrained environment, where we could measure the length with an accurate handheld laser range finder. The comparison was made among the Cartographer (LiDAR-only) [40] and Cartographer with IMU fusion-based method, and the proposed fusion-based method, which is discussed in Section 3.2.

There are some state-of-the-art 2D LiDAR-based SLAM methods, such as Hector SLAM [7], GMapping [10], KartoSLAM [41], CoreSLAM [42], LagoSLAM [43], and Cartographer [40], which have been proposed, and some papers on the performance evaluation are published [44–47]. As mentioned in reference [44], among the former five methods (Cartographer was proposed later), KartoSLAM, GMapping, and HectorSLAM show better performance than the other two methods. Both KartoSLAM and LagoSLAM are graph-based optimizations, but the computation load of LagoSLAM is higher than that of KartoSLAM. In particular, KartoSLAM showed the best performance in the real world because the SPA solver is employed and it is a full SLAM approach. In this paper, we focus on the accuracy of the map and real-time application, so the methods including KartoSLAM and Cartographer are used for the evaluation. Since Cartographer is the most state-of-the-art method, we take it as the baseline method in this paper. The experiment results will be introduced in Section 3.3.

The dataset used in Section 3.3 are from reference [48–50]. The performance of the algorithms can be evaluated by the accuracy of the map, which is usually defined by the distance between the obtained map and ground truth map or the accuracy of the robot trajectory, but it is usually difficult to generate the ground truth. Additionally, many open standard datasets were recorded with only one sensor. All these factors make the comparison a little hard. In this paper, we apply the proportion of occupied and free cells to the quantitative comparison, which has been proposed in reference [44] for quality evaluation. As shown in Figure 6, the perceptible feature of the picture of a map is the accuracy of the walls or edges. That is, for two maps which are similar in most of the areas, the more blurs in a map means the lower its quality. It is obviously straightforward and no ground truth is needed.
3.2. Quantitative Evaluation

In order to verify the performance of the proposed method in the low-texture environment with dynamic target interference, we elaborately selected two low-texture scenes: the first one was an open-loop scene, the other one was a closed-loop scene. The open-loop scene was a classroom corridor in our university. As shown in Figure 7, the corridor was 35.3 m long and 2.8 m wide. The closed-loop experiment was carried out in a looped classroom corridor 65 m long and 3.9 m wide, which is presented in Figure 8.

Figure 6. The edge and wall representation in a grid map (the more blurriness in a map, the lower quality it is). (a) A submap with more blurriness (lower quality); (b) A submap with less blurriness (higher quality).

Figure 7. Maps built in open-loop scene (inside the corridor area, the darker the area was, the more blurry it was, that is, the lower quality it will be). (a) A map built with Cartographer with LiDAR only; (b) a map built with Cartographer with LiDAR+IMU fusion; (c) a map built with the proposed method.

Figure 8. Evaluation experiments in closed-loop scene. (a) A map created by Cartographer with LiDAR only; (b) a map created by Cartographer with LiDAR+IMU fusion; (c) a map created by the proposed method.
We operated the mobile robot along a predefined trajectory to build the map. At the same time, some students moved around the robot elaborately to simulate the interference of moving obstacles. We carried out three kinds of experiments in the open-loop and closed-loop environment.

Figure 7 shows the mapping results with the open-loop scene. The first map was built by Cartographer with LiDAR only [40]. The second map was built by Cartographer with LiDAR+IMU fusion. The third map was built by the proposed method. The results of the open-loop scenes are shown in Figure 7. The results for the closed-loop scene are shown in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 7, the experiments in the open-loop scene show that though the map built with LiDAR and IMU is improved, because of the existence of the moving obstacles, there are still many noise data in the final map. However, with the proposed method, these noise data are removed. In order to compare the accuracy of three maps for the open-loop scene, we measured the length of the same segment in the corridor, and the estimated lengths with three methods are shown in Table 1. We can see from Figure 7 and Table 1 that the accuracy and stability of the map are greatly improved with the proposed method.

The experiments for the closed-loop scene in Figure 8 show the performances of the three methods (Cartographer without IMU, Cartographer with IMU, and the proposed). In Figure 8a, because the low texture of the environment leads to large error drifting in the front-end stage, after the optimization in the back-end stage, the result map still has inconsistencies. There are also many blurs inside the corridor caused by the moving persons during the experiments. Because the LiDAR-only method cannot recognize the moving objects, it takes all the data for scan matching, then the points located on the moving objects are noise data, which lead to the DA error and map updating error too. Comparatively, as shown in Figure 8b, by fusing with IMU, the fusion-based Cartographer method improves the DA error greatly, but it still cannot remove the moving object effectively, which leads to the blurs inside the corridor of the map. For the proposed method, benefiting from the prediction of IMU and SPA algorithm in the front-end stage, the closed-loop optimization, and large error removing in the back-end stage, the proposed method outperformed the others, as illustrated in Figure 8c. In order to make a quantitative comparison in this case, we selected six segments with different lengths in the closed-loop scene, which are marked as segments A to F, as shown in Figure 9, and the estimated results with three methods are shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Error Comparison in Open Loop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Real Length of the Corridor (m)</th>
<th>Length Obtained by LiDAR-Only Method</th>
<th>Relative Error</th>
<th>Length Obtained by LiDAR &amp; IMU Fusion Method</th>
<th>Relative Error</th>
<th>Length Obtained by the Proposed Method</th>
<th>Relative Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>-8.7%</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>-6.2%</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>-3.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. The selected segments in closed-loop scene.

We can see the accuracy is improved by the proposed method in Table 2. This trend will be more obvious with longer segments, as for the segments B and E. We also found that the lengths of the
segments estimated by Cartographer with the LiDAR-only method are often shorter than the actual lengths in both open-loop and closed-loop scenes, which is caused by the similarity of two adjacent frames in the low-texture environment. That means that because there are not many differences between two frames in a low-texture environment, for the optimization process, the LiDAR-only method does the scan matching around the previous pose, and it tends to converge earlier to the error tolerance. However, the fusion-based method does the scan matching with the initial pose estimated by the fusion of IMU and the previous pose, and the result is closer to the actual value. The gap between the two kinds of methods (with IMU or not) will be greater if a low-frequency output of LiDAR is used.

Table 2. Error Comparison in Closed Loop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Actual Value</th>
<th>LiDAR</th>
<th>Relative Error (LiDAR)</th>
<th>LiDAR &amp; IMU</th>
<th>Relative Error (LiDAR &amp; IMU)</th>
<th>LiDAR &amp; IMU &amp; Static Map/Proposed Method</th>
<th>Relative Error (LiDAR &amp; IMU &amp; Static Map)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>−5.5%</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>−1.8%</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>+0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>−10.5%</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>+0.2%</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>+0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>−11.1%</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>−5.6%</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>−5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>−3.2%</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>−7.3%</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>−2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>−10.5%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>−6.5%</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>+0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>+8.3%</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>+4.2%</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>+8.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Qualitative Evaluation

In this section, some state-of-the-art 2D LiDAR-based SLAM, such as HectorSLAM and Cartographer, are evaluated qualitatively with the proposed method.

Figure 10 shows the maps of Cartographer (LiDAR-only) and the proposed fusion methods in the outdoor environment, which were conducted at the outdoor square road behind the Siyuan building in the university. The left is the map with LiDAR-only used, the right is obtained with the fusion-based method. Figure 11 shows the maps with Cartographer; the experiments were conducted on the first floor of teaching buildings No. 9 and No. 1. There were some persons passing by during the experiment process, which led to the blurs in the result map. As aforementioned in Figure 6, many blurs remain in the map with LiDAR-only; comparatively, the map generated by the proposed method is sharper and clearer.
Figure 10. Closed-loop experiment in outdoor environment. (a) Cartographer (LiDAR only); (b) the proposed method.

Figure 11. The map generated with the proposed method in indoor environment. (a) mapping result of first floor of teaching building No. 9; it is a closed-loop classroom corridor, but we deliberately arranged to not use the last section data, and the mapping result is acceptable. (b) mapping results of the first floor of teaching building No.1.
We used some open datasets [48] to evaluate the proposed fusion-based method, and the results are presented in Figures 12–14. In all these three figures, the left one shows the results with Cartographer of LiDAR only, and the right one shows the results with the proposed method. In Figure 12 the left map shows larger accumulated error indicated by large ellipse. In Figure 12, there is more blurriness in the map generated by Cartographer of LiDAR only. In Figure 13, the map generated by the proposed method is sharp with less blurriness.

Figure 15 shows the experiment results obtained by HectorSLAM, Cartographer (LiDAR-only), and the proposed method with “Team_Hector_MappingBox_Dagstuhl_Neubau.bag” (first raw in the figure) and “Team_Hector_MappingBox_L101_Building.bag” (second raw in the figure) respectively; other datasets obtained the same results. In these experiments, the map with HectorSLAM seems not convergent and leads to inconsistencies. On the other hand, the maps built by Cartographer (LiDAR only) (Figure 15e) and the proposed method (Figure 15f) show not much difference in this case. This is because the environment is not a low-texture one.

Figure 12. Map built by Cartographer (LiDAR only) (a) and the proposed method (b) with file b0-2014-07-21-12-42-53.bag [48].

Figure 13. Map built by Cartographer (LiDAR only) (a) and the proposed method (b) with file b0-2014-10-07-12-43-25.bag [48].
Figure 14. Map built by Cartographer (LiDAR only) (a) and the proposed method (b) with file b0-2014-08-14-13-36-48.bag [48].

Figure 15. Evaluation results with HectorSLAM, Cartographer (LiDAR only) and the proposed method. The first raw is the generated maps with “Team_Hector_MappingBox_Dagstuhl_Neubau.bag” file. They are (a) HectorSLAM; (b) Cartographer (LiDAR only); (c) the proposed method respectively. The second raw is the generated maps with “Team_Hector_MappingBox_L101_Building.bag” file. They are (d) HectorSLAM; (e) Cartographer (LiDAR only); (f) the proposed method respectively.
4. Conclusions

In this paper, a mapping strategy is firstly exploited to improve the performance of the 2D SLAM in dynamic and low-texture environments, and a fusion method which combines the IMU sensor with a 2D LiDAR is used. The initial motion estimation obtained from the output of EKF is used as the initial pose for the scan matching. Some measurements are taken to remove the noise or large error data during the matching process. The optimization with sparse pose adjustment (SPA) method is adopted at the back-end stage. With the cooperation of both the front-end and back-end, the accuracy and stability of SLAM in low-texture and dynamic environments are greatly improved. The experiments with both open-loop and closed-loop scenes have been conducted, which demonstrated the performance of the proposed method. The evaluation experiments with some state-of-the-art methods show the improvement of the proposed method.

Though there are many excellent works on evaluation of the 2D LiDAR SLAM, such as the references [44–47], to name a few, and some open datasets for the evaluation are presented, we found that, because the ground truth is limited, and many datasets recorded only one sensor, some differences of the input data format make the dataset not able to run on all state-of-the-art methods. All these factors make the evaluation still a challenging work. The next works include the evaluation framework for the state-of-the-art methods and the dataset with ground truth, and making the proposed method run on an embedded hardware platform and applying it to real applications.
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